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Much like legitimate businesses, ransomware operators adjust their operational strategies to achieve results while managing time and resources, a

effective protection. Presently, we are observing an evolution in how cyber criminals approach the business of extorting money from organizations.

Ransomware actors have turned toward data theft instead of time-expensive encryption, and importantly, the anatomy of modern extortion attacks

full encryption to partial encryption to no encryption – and, thus, no ransomware – at all. What the cybersecurity industry generally refers to as ‘ran

data extortion actors who occupy different positions on this spectrum of data destructiveness.

In this post, we describe this emerging spectrum of data-focused threat actors to help defenders better understand the continuing development of

Data Destructiveness | A Growing Spectrum

Starting �rst from opportunistic attempts for easy pro�t, ransomware has morphed into full-scale cybercrime syndicates targeting governments and

programs are now proli�c on the dark web, connecting low to mid-level actors with ransomware developers. Not only are these programs easy to ac

organization by offering technical support and flexible service models.

Thinking of ransomware as simple encryption of randomly stolen data, however, is not an accurate representation of the plethora of data extortion s

data is often too arduous and slow for many threat actors, and increases the risk of detection. With double and triple extortion becoming standard i

see threat actors occupying different positions on a spectrum of data destructiveness.

At one end of the spectrum are threat actors that do not destroy data at all and therefore spend no time on this activity – they only steal data that is

spectrum are actors that use traditional ransomware to do full, but relatively slow, encryption to destroy data completely. The rest of the spectrum 

to damage their victim’s infrastructure, thus gaining additional leverage over them.

The data destructiveness spectrum

Ransoms Without Ransomware

This strategy is exempli�ed by two relatively recent threat groups, Karakurt and Lapsus$. Both leverage data extortion-only methods in their campa

Instead, they ex�ltrate data and use the stolen data as leverage, joining the ranks of groups such as Marketo and Bl@ckT0r.

The Twitter pro�le @Mannus Gott introducing Marketo (source: Digital Shad

Karakurt typically gains access to networks through initial access brokers (IABs) or by exploiting vulnerabilities in internet-exposed network service

group is considered to be the data extortion arm of the now defunct Conti syndicate. Karakurt has targeted victims across all industries and geograp

Karakurt sends victim-speci�c emails to employees revealing that data has been stolen while threatening that the data will be leaked to competitor

indicates that Karakurt has spent a considerable amount of time locating data that is valuable to the victim organization to ensure the group’s extor

Karakurt extortion note (trimmed for brevity)

In contrast to Karakurt, Lapsus$ uses stolen credentials and phishing to gain initial access to networks. The group then uses SIM-swapping, social e

(MFA).

Lapsus$ has recently targeted victims in the high-tech industry, notably Nvidia, Samsung, Okta, Microsoft, and Ubisoft. The threat group is also kno

Such has been the case with the Okta breach in early 2022. It is interesting to note that Lapsus$ conducts data extortion campaigns not only for �n

Extortion Through Data Corruption

Some ransomware operators are now implementing data destruction techniques that are more lightweight and time-ef�cient than data encryption.

victims as well as escalating their ransom request.

Exemplifying this is the new version of the Exmatter data ex�ltration tool which corrupts data by replacing a data chunk of a �le with a data chunk f

suggests the beginning of a new trend in ransomware operations where threat actors seek to corrupt data instead of encrypting it.

Exmatter corrupts a �le (source: Stairwell)

Data corruption is faster than full encryption and the code is signi�cantly easier to develop, since there is no need to worry about reversing the dam

possibility of security researchers developing decryptors that exploit flaws in ransomware encryption schemes, such as occurred with the Lorenz an

actors to save time and effort while improving their chances of a successful payout.

The Growing Trend of Partial Encryption

An increasing number of ransomware operations have joined the trend of partial or intermittent encryption that the LockFile ransomware started in

families that conduct intermittent encryption, such as BlackCat, BlackBasta, Agenda, and Qyick.

Royal ransomware is a new member of the ransomware scene which employs partial �le encryption methods. This ransomware skips the encryptio

between the blocks which amounts to the percentage that the ransomware operator has con�gured through the ep command-line parameter.

The new Royal ransomware conducts intermittent encryption (the null
bytes represent non-encrypted �le content)

Partial encryption allows ransomware actors to destroy data faster than with full encryption. The gains in time are especially noticeable when it com

reduced in the order of minutes.

Partial encryption may also help threat actors to evade security mechanisms that detect ransomware by monitoring the intensity of �le IO operatio

versions of a given �le, for example, based on Chi-squared or data entropy measures.

What’s Next for Data Extortion?

Changes in the threat landscape have created differing trends in how data is leveraged to increase the chance of successful ransom. We predict tha

occupy different positions on the data destructiveness spectrum.

Ransomware actors that steal data to extort their victims also aim to gain additional leverage by damaging the targeted infrastructure, disrupting bu

type of actor will likely continue to resort to a combination of data destruction techniques, corrupting or partially encrypting large �les where speed

focus more on corruption to avoid potential implementation flaws in encryption schemes.

Meanwhile, extortion actors that seek to use the value of stolen data without conducting any encryption at all are set to gain further momentum wit

We also anticipate the emergence of a hybrid model amongst threat actors that will allow them to switch between conducting data theft only and us

of this model is the value of the stolen data. Depending on its value, threat actors will evaluate whether or not it is suf�cient as the only means of ex

Conclusion

The pro�tability of the ransomware industry has given way to a multitude of extortion methods. What’s emerged is a spectrum of threat actors who 

destroying all stolen data. Now, actors are seen prioritizing faster attacks either through data extortion, where the data is more or less preserved, o

increasingly larger ransom demands.

This spectrum of attack methods is the result of a gradual process, influenced by the development of decryption and other malware-detection capa

As demonstrated by the trends outlined in this post, actors have clear ambitions and continue to adjust their methodologies and tactics to capitalize

Like this article? Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube or Facebook to see the content we post.
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